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Product Offering
Functional 
Block

Key 
Product

Description

Power-line 
modems

ST7570, 
ST7580,  
ST7590

Cost-effective STarGRID™ power-line networking SoC platform, 
complies with major protocol specifications such as IEC  
61334-5-1, PRIME, meter and more and others

Control units STM32F
The STM32F family of 32-bit Flash microcontrollers is based on the 
breakthrough ARM-Cortex™ -M3 core, specifically developed for 
embedded applications

STM32L
Ultra-low-power 32-bit MCU, 1.65 to 3.6V, up to 33 MIPS, up to 
384-Kbyte Flash, true EEPROM technology, 12-bit ADC, 12-bit DAC, 
185µA/MHz, stop mode at 1.3µA with RTC and RAM retention

STM8L
Ultra-low-power 8-bit MCU, 1.65 to 3.6 V, up to 15 MIPS,  
up to 64-Kbyte Flash

SPAr
SPEAr® embedded MPU based on ARM926 at 300MHz or  
dual Cortex-A9 @ 600MHz, up to 3000 DMIPS

Power  
supplies ALTAIRO4-900

Offline all-primary-sensing switching regulator with 900V  
breakdown voltage

ViperPlus 
family

Innovative 800V avalanche-rugged SuperMESH™ power  
MOSFET with state-of-the-art PWM circuitry

Energy  
metering ICs STPM10 New versatile programmable single-phase energy metrology IC

STPMC1, 
STPMS2

Poly-phase chipset representing the first modular solution for 
metering systems

EEPROM EEPROM Serial I2C or SPI EEPROM, 1 Kbit to 1 Mbit, 1.7 to 5.5V

M24LRO4E, 
M24LR16E, 
M24LR64E

Dual Interface EEPROM, 4-, 16- and 64-Kbit, I2C and ISO 15693  
RF interface with energy harvesting and NFC compatibility

X-axis  
accelerometer Accelerometers

ST’s state-of-the-art analog and digital accelerometers feature up 
to ±24g full scale, high resolution, smart embedded functionalities 
and advanced power-saving features

RF SPIRIT1 Low power RF transceiver for RF applications in the sub-1GHz band

STM32W

The STM32W is a fully-integrated system-on-chip that integrates 
a 2.4GHz, IEEE 802.15.4-compliant transceiver, 32-bit ARM® 
Cortex™-M3 microprocessor, Flash and RAM memory, and periph-
erals of use to designers of IEEE 802.15.4-based systems

SPZB32W1A2.1, 
SPZB32W1C2.1

The SPZB32W1A2.1 and SPZB32W1C2.1 are ready-to-use 
ZigBee® modules optimized for embedded applications that require 
low data rate communications; the modules are based on the 
STM32W108CB

Interface ICs RS-232
Includes transceivers with auto-power-down and standby  
functions, multi-channel interfaces and driver/receiver circuits

RS-485
Includes very high-speed, low-power RS-485 transceivers, usually 
containing one driver and one receiver in half duplex configuration

Real-time 
clock M41TC825

Highly-accurate temperature-compensated RTC with ultra-low 
power consumption, 800nA (typ.) @ 3V

M41t83
Factory-programmed 5ppm accuracy guaranteed after reflow, 
365nA @ 3V

Secure MCUs ST32
32-bit ARM Cortex™-M3 CPU incorporates optimized features and 
architecture well adapted the requirements of mobile communica-
tion and machine to- machine (M2M) applications

Smart grids optimize power delivery 
and facilitate two-way communication 
across the grid, enabling end-user en-
ergy management, minimizing power 
disruptions and transporting only the 
required amount of power.  Two key 
components of the Smart Grid are the 
Smart Meter and the communication 
channel.

SMART ENERGY METERS 

Smart metering essentially involves an 
electronic power meter supplemented 
by full remote control, diagnostics, 
peak power and consumption analysis, 
anti-tampering mechanisms, fault alert, 
time-variable tariffs, and many more 
possibilities. Communications technologies, like 
power-line communication (PLC) or other wired  
and wireless technologies, allow communication  
between the meter and the service provider and 
enable all of the above features to be feasible and 
compatible with future smart grid protocols. 

Smart meters use PLM or wireless communication 
devices, metrology devices for power measure-
ment, microcontrollers for central control and MEMS 
devices for tamper sensing. ST’s range of ICs cover 
all parts of the system. 
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DCU, MUC AND GATEWAY

Smart E-Meter Block Diagram
The DCU, MUC and gateway devices act as 
an interface between the utility controlled smart 
grid and the home area network. They manage 
the data exchange between smart meters, utility 
providers and energy-consuming in-house objects. 
While a data concentrator manages the infor-
mation for several homes, a multi utility controller, 
also known as an energy gateway, manages the 
data exchange for a single home. 

The systems need PLM and wireless communi-
cation devices, microcontrollers and interface  
devices.

Typical Block Diagram 
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Functional 
block

Key 
products

Description

Power-line 
modems

ST7570, 
ST7580, 
ST7590

Cost-effective STarGRID power-line networking 
SoC platform. Complies with major protocol  
specifications such as IEC 61334-5-1, PRIME, 
Meters and more

Control units STM32F

The STM32F family of 32-bit Flash microcon-
trollers is based on the breakthrough ARM 
Cortex™-M3 core, specifically developed for 
embedded applications; they combine high 
performance with first-class peripherals and 
low-power, low-voltage operation

SPEAr
SPEAr® embedded MPU based on ARM926  
at 300MHz or dual Cortex-A9 @ 600MHz,  
up to 3000 DMIPS

Power  
supplies

ALTAIR04-900
Offline all-primary-sensing switching regulator  
with 900V breakdown voltage

VIPerPlus family
Innovative 800V avalanche-rugged Super-
MESH™ power MOSFET with state-of-the-art 
PWM circuitry

RF SPIRIT1
Low-power RF transceiver for RF applications  
in the sub-1GHz band

STM32W

The STM32W is a fully-integrated system-on- 
chip that integrates a 2.4GHz, IEEE 802.15.4- 
compliant transceiver, 32-bit ARM® Cortex™-M3 
microprocessor, Flash and RAM memory, 
and useful peripherals for designers of IEEE 
802.15.4-based systems

SPZB32W1A2.1
SPZB32W1C2.1

The SPZB32W1A2.1 and SPZB32W1C2.1 are 
ready-to-use ZigBee® modules optimized for  
embedded applications that require low data  
rate communications; these modules are based  
on ST’s STM32W108CB

M24LR64-R, 
M24LR16E

Dual interface EEPROM, 64-Kbit, I2C and ISO 
15693 RF interface in MLP8 package

Real-time 
clock

M41T62, 
M41T83

Ultra-low-power RTC with embedded crystal, 
dual calibration features, analog/digital

DCU, MUC  
and Gateway

Product Offering
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Development Tools for Smart Meter

Developers can take advantage of ST’s range of evaluation boards that are specifically  
designed to help them evaluate ST device features and start their own applications

More information: http://bit.ly/YA22nJ

Note * is used as a wildcard character for related part numbers
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Part Number Description

EVALKI TST7570-1 ST7570 S-FSK power-line networking system-on-chip evaluation kit for AMR

STEVAL -IPE012V1 Single-phase energy meter demonstration board using the STPM10 and STM8L152

STEVAL -IPP002V1 IEC 61334-5-1 compliant smart meter system for AMI application based on STM32, ST7570 PLM and STPMC1/STPMS1 chipset

STEVAL -IPE002V1 STPM10 energy meter (mono phase) - measurement board, 2 current transformers

STEVAL -IPE003V1
STPM10 energy meter (mono phase) - measurement board, 1 current  
transformer + shunt

STEVAL -IPE010V1 Energy meter demonstration kit motherboard based on the STPMC1 and STPMS1

STEVAL -IPE012V2 Single-phase electricity meter with 10 A / 80 A current range based on the STPM10 and STM8L152

STEVAL -IPE012V3 Single-phase energy meter with Rogowski coil sensor based on the STPM01 and STM8L152C6

STEVAL -IPE014V1 Energy meter demonstration kit daughterboard based on the STPMS2

STEVAL -IPE015V1 STPM10 single-phase meter board, 2 current transformers

STEVAL -IPE016V1 STPM10 single-phase meter board, 1 current transformer + shunt

STEVAL -IPE017V1 STPM10 single-phase meter board, 1 shunt

STEVAL -IPE018V1 STPM10 single-phase meter board, 1 current transformer

STEVAL -IPE020V1 Single phase electricity meter with dual EEPROM M24LR64 and STPM10 and STM8L152

STEVAL -IKR001V* Sub-GHz transceiver development kits based on the SPIRIT1

STEVAL -IPT002V1 Smartcard interface demonstration board based on the ST8024

EVLALTAIR900-M1 SMPS for metering and PLC applications

STEVAL -ISA010V1 Ultra-wide range, dual-output buck converter demonstration board based on the VIPER16

STEVAL -ISA062V1 6 W dual-output SMPS demonstration board based on the VIPER17

DEVKIT-M24LR-A Development kit for M24LR64-R

EVAL SPEAr3* SPEAr300/310/320 demonstration boards

STEVAL -IHP002V1 SmartPlug system to measure and control AC loads based on STM32, ST7540 PLM and STPM01

STEVAL -PCC012V1 STM32F107 connectivity gateway, demonstration board

STEVAL -IPB001V1 2 W, 3-phase SMPS breaker with ESBT
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